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Once aagain, oour hhistory ggroup produced a
stunning and moving exhibition centred
around the events of 100 years ago during

World War 1. As expected, the overall impact and
attendance figures were down compared with last
year, which, being the centenary of the outbreak
of the Great War, enjoyed a much higher profile
everywhere - not just in Storrington.
Nevertheless, around 100 people attended, so the
event can be counted as another success for the
Museum.

It was truly amazing how much work went into
setting up the exhibits (and dismantling them,
which had to be done in time for the Harvest
Supper held in the main Hall at the Old School

on the Sunday evening). It is such a shame that
all of this work was only visible for just two days.

As before, the exhibits provided an insight into
what was happening 100 years previously, and
how people were living back then - in the
trenches and on the battlefields as well as back
home in Storrington and the surrounding
villages. It was particularly moving to be able to
link the names on the Roll of Honour to the
actual men, their addresses and their families,
and to remember that these were real people
making sacrifices for their country. Indeed, not
only those who paid the ultimate price, but the
others who came home again - all deeply affected
in some way, even if not visibly maimed. 
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The WW1 display in the Old School - pictures by Evelyn Hendrie



In tthe llate fforties at about the same time as
the formation of the soccer team,  Godfrey
Farnworth started the Boys' Club. Hence we

went into the Worthing League as Storrington
Boys' Club F.C. The negotiation for setting up the
club was with the Management Committee of the

Village Hall, so that we could use that large space
on Wednesday evenings for the smallest possible
charge.

Once that was agreed, there was then the
matter of what we could do with our time while
there; a table tennis table, a dartboard and

suchlike had to be scrounged
from somewhere.  It was a
great advantage to have a
Curate as leader, with his
access to the wealthier houses
on the outskirts of the village.
There, apparently, games
equipment of that kind could
sometimes be found, tucked
away in an outhouse, unused
since the children of the house
had left home.

Lack of equipment, and then
space, meant that much of a
Wednesday evening at the Club
was spent just talking,
although it usually wasn't "just
talking", it was plotting how to
rope in eleven people for the
team on Saturday, or how to

Boys’ Club, Billiards and Ballroom
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Art Show - 14/15 November

Unbelievably tthis yyear was the sixth time
we have held the annualPro-Am Art Show
and Sale. The slightly pretentious title

refers to the fact that while we have several
amateur art groups in the area, we also have
more than one successful professional artist and
their work does add an extra dimension to the
Show. Many of us don't have a wall big enough to
take one of Nigel Emery's canvasses but in the
Show their size and exuberance bring great joie
de vivre. We enjoy having him and his paintings!

But the Show would not flourish without the
amateur artists who take part. They are
unfailingly generous with their time and their
willingness to share their work and the Museum
is more than grateful to them because it has

enabled us to raise valuable funds. More than one
visitor said that they thought the standard was
higher than ever this year, but they say that
every year! I think it probably means that some
visitors expect a little amateur village display,
only to be astonished at the very high standard of
work produced by so-called amateurs.  So let's go
on surprising them!

One last thing: Pierre d'Angelo was not well
enough to take part this year and we missed him
and his striking paintings, but he bothered to
come along briefly on Saturday with a donation
because he thinks what the Museum does to
promote the work of amateur artists is so
valuable. That helps to make it all worthwhile.

Patricia Wilks

John Crowhurst arrived in Storrington with his parents in 1940, having had almost a year
away from them as an evacuee from London. He was only six. Almost the whole of his
primary school education was in the village school (The Old School, School Lane).
From there he went to Steyning Grammar School and then on to Oxford University. He
moved away when he married in 1960.  He has bequeathed to the Museum a long
memoir full of valuable information about his time in the village. We have included
one or two extracts in past Times Past, and here are John's memories of the Boys' Club
and Billiards Room.

Old postcard of the Village Hall (from the museum archives)



drop someone if we had more than eleven
available. Then there were tactics to be discussed,
with emphasis on the implications of a particular
team being available for a match against that
particular opposition. It must be said, we were
really good at talking about things before the
match; we were rather less good at doing
anything about it on the field. The day hadn't yet
arrived when we would be expected to talk a good
game afterwards, whatever the result, although I
think we might have been quite good at that as
well.  By and large, in the circumstances, we
were fairly realistic about our limitations after
the event, even if not before.

Often, I would not arrive at the Hall until after
nine o'clock, when all the homework I needed to
hand in the next day had been given a fair share
of my time. So I didn't become bored with the
limited range of things to do there. Others did,
however, and there was continual discussion
about activities which would solve everyone's
problems of boredom. Two which did materialise,
and which did open up new dimensions in our
lives were billiards and ballroom dancing.

Next to the village hall was an extension, part
of which housed a small Library and the rest was
the Billiard Room. In this dimly-lit room was one
full-sized table covered with a gloriously smooth,
plush, green cloth. This was the one thing in the
room which was strongly illuminated by the light
suspended no more than three feet above the
centre of it, whose huge shade concentrated the
brightness almost exclusively on that baize. It
was hardly a Chicago Pool-Joint, but it had
character. Previously, the room had been open
only to members, but the membership seemed to
have dropped to no more than four or five pillars
of the village, plus the flat-capped Caretaker. I
have no idea whether he was bald or grey as I
never saw him without his cap. We were warned,
of course, about the need to give way to a member
who dropped in for a game and we were told, in a
veiled way, of the terrible end we would meet if
we damaged the cloth. Then we were allowed to
get on with it, gradually to acquire for ourselves
the total freedom of the place.

At the start, the Caretaker was a daunting
presence, particularly to me. My father had spent
some time before that as the Honorary Librarian
and the two of them were not inclined to mince
words if something upset them. One took the line
that it was his Village Hall and the other that it
was his Library, and each expected the correct
recognition of this. However, Joe never mentioned
to me that he even knew Dad, and I didn't
remind him, so that eventually he mellowed into
a friendly, but respected, part of the furniture.  

He had been a good cricketer as a youngster we
were told, and not by him, and he was sufficiently
old to have bowled round-arm rather than over-

arm , at almost County standard. During the
summer he was one of our most caustic critics
from the edge of the field while, in the winter, his
comments on our games of billiards were
predictable and often earthy.  If we potted the
opponent's white ball, we were told we were so
unsporting that we should get back to Cootham,
or Rackham, or even Pulborough, where we
belonged. Such was the disdain between
neighbouring villages. If we leaned too far over
the table to make a shot, we were always
reminded that the rules allowed only three balls
on the table at any time. 

The billiard room became, in later years, a
meeting place for many of us during any of our
free time when the Recreation Ground was
unplayable and, if we didn't reach high standards
of performance with the cue, it was nonetheless a
cosy, friendly, happy place to be on wet days or
dark nights.

The introduction of Ballroom Dancing lessons to
Storrington Boys' Club occurred a little later than
our freedom of the billiard room. 

But that's another story …
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In tthe llast iissue of Times Past we recorded the
sad news of the death of Eric Hues, long-
standing friend of Storrington Museum. His

great friend Martin Hayes is writing an
appreciation for us and this will appear in the
Spring issue.

Eric's widow, Enid, very generously said that
the collection after his funeral in September
should be donated to the Museum in his memory,
and we were most grateful recently to receive
£400.

We will be giving a good deal of thought to how
this can best be used.  We are anxious that there
will be some permanent memorial to Eric in the
Museum so the various possibilities will be
considered over coming weeks, and perhaps we
will be in a position to announce what has been
decided in the next issue.

Eric Hues



Before tthe sshop wwas HHopes’, it was Bottings’,
and before that it was owned by the
Carters. 

William Botting was born in Washington, in
1769. He married Sarah Farhall and had at least
five children, the eldest of whom, Charles, born
in 1796, took over the tenancy of Upper Chancton
Farm in Washington from his father. Charles
married Jane Golds and had four sons - Charles,
Edgar William, George Frederick and Robert, and
a daughter, Mary Jane. 

Although Charles junior took over at Upper
Chancton when his father died in 1856, Charles
the elder had not been optimistic about the
future of farming as an industry following the
repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846. He therefore
looked for an alternative future for his two next
oldest sons and heirs, Edgar William and George
Frederick (known as Fred).

In his opinion commerce had a better outlook
than farming. Charles senior and his wife Jane
were on good terms with the Carter family of
Storrington. Thomas and Zillah Carter owned a
grocery and drapery business at Commercial
House, in East Street (as that part of the High
Street was then known) just to the east of the
White Horse. They had done very well out of
their business, so well that they had bought
Mulberry House (now Henry Adams and Mayo
Wynn Baxter) in the Square. After Thomas's
death in 1858 his widow Zillah ran the shop for a
short time, but trade was not for her so she
decided to retire to the comfort of her home, one
of the best houses in Storrington. The business
was bought by Charles Botting, who installed his
sons in Commercial House as grocers and
drapers, despite their tender years (Edgar was 21
and Fred just 16) and lack of shopkeeping
experience. 

No doubt Charles hoped that they would
receive advice from Zillah - there is an idea in the
family that Edgar had served a brief period of
training while she was in charge, and they would
have kept on at least one senior member of staff
who would be able to keep them on the right
track. But Fred was a beast of different hue. He
was almost stone deaf. In his favour he was good
with figures, and was able to write in a beautiful
copperplate. His deafness made it impossible for
him to deal directly with customers front of
house. So his job was 'out the back' keeping the

books and helping with deliveries to the outlying
villages. The cause of his deafness was said to be
punishment by a brutal schoolmaster, who was
given to boxing errant pupils about the ears, and
on one occasion slammed Fred's head down on a
desk hard, first one side and then the other.

At the time the Bottings took over the store
there was little competition - just one other,
reportedly somewhat inferior, grocery and
drapery business, Andrews. The Carters had
built up a good and loyal customer base at
Commercial House, and the clientele continued to
give their business to the Bottings. So everything
ticked over quite nicely for a while, not needing a
lot of effort on the Botting brothers' part. In fact,
being young, carefree single men with a
comfortable income they were able to indulge
themselves drinking and playing billiards in the
White Horse next door and betting at Brighton
and Goodwood races without too much detriment
to the shop.

And so it continued for five years. Then two
things happened that changed the situation.
First, Andrews, the other grocers and drapers in
Storrington was sold - to James Greenfield, first
of a long line of Storrington Greenfield traders.
He was a very experienced and able business
man, and proceeded to turn the former lacklustre
competition into a viable, thriving business.
Second, Edgar, the elder brother, got married.
Ellen, his bride, was quite a different character
from both her husband and her brother-in-law.
Ellen disapproved of drinking and gambling and
set about trying to reform her husband and his

The 2003 article by Joan Ham reproduced in Times Past 50 made reference to Hope's
shop as being Storrington's 'other' emporium beside Greenfields. This establishment,
and the family that ran it for several years, does have its own interesting story, as 
Bill Thomson discovered.

Bottings’ - the ‘Other’ Shop
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A rather poor quality image of Bottings’, from the
museum archives



brother. As well as a domineering nature, she
was blessed with a good business brain and could
see the threat coming from the Greenfields. She
was also a good and fertile mother, and very
soon, in quick succession, Edgar was blessed with
Ernest and Annie, the first two of his eventual
six offspring, the others being named Percy, Fred,
Harry and Arthur.

Fred, by then, was 24 years old and, not too
happy about the invasion of his previously
untroubled existence, decided it was time to
make his own way in life. In January 1868 he
married a local girl, Adeline Jeffery, born in
Washington in 1845, and known as Ada. Fred
continued in the business, but he and Ada set up
home independently; they lived for a while at
Rose Cottage (now Stone House), in West Street,
and the 1881 census shows them in School Hill.
They had, first, a daughter, also Ada, born in
1868, but she died of croup, aged two, on 25
September 1870, the day that their second child,
a son, Cecil George, reportedly named after the
winner of the St Leger, was born. 

Edgar and Ellen continued to live over
Commercial House - the 1881 census shows them
at that address with four of their children,
Edgar's mother Jane, and four shop assistants
living on the premises, so the business could not
have been doing too badly. Fred and Ada's son
Cecil was provng to be a brilliant scholar. It is
recorded that at the age of seven, he bought a
second-hand book on Greek grammar for
fourpence at Storrington market and taught him-
self Greek. Having become proficient in one
ancient language, he then taught himself Latin
in similar fashion. His parents invested in a
private tutor for Cecil, and he earned himself a
scholarship, to Dulwich College. Fred and Ada
acquired a back-street grocer’s shop in South
London, to allow Cecil to attend school as a day
boy, and the London Gazette of  30 June 1883
records the official dissolution of the partnership
between the two brothers. The new shop was not
particularly successful. Fred died in 1914.

Just a word about Cecil before we return to
Storrington. He went on to Cambridge, and
entered teaching. He rose to become Senior
Classics Master at St Paul's school and was co-
author of the well-known Hillard and Botting
Latin and Greek text books. He married
Christine White, a governess, in 1898 and had
one daughter, Eirene Adeline Botting. Cecil was
private tutor to some famous people, including
the author Compton Mackenzie and publisher
Victor Gollancz. He moved back to Sussex, to
'Benfield' in Ashurst, after his early retirement
in 1926, and died of a brain haemorrhage in
1929. His daughter Eirene, under the pen name
Antonia White, went on to become a novelist of
some note. Eirene's diaries were edited and
published by Cecil's granddaughter Susan Chitty
under the title 'As Once in May', the book
providing some of the family anecdotes related
here. Storrington museum holds a copy of the
book, and a number of letters written in the
1960s by Antonia White to Florence Greenfield.
Antonia White died in 1980 and is buried in West
Grinstead Catholic churchyard.

Edgar continued to run the shop, the 1891
census showing him and Ellen living there with
son Percy and daughter Annie, three assistants,
an apprentice, a cook and a housemaid. Soon
after, the business was sold to the Hopes, and
Edgar and family moved away to London. The
1901 census shows them living in Abbeville Road,
Clapham, Edgar and Percy being listed as
Commercial Clerks. The business did not stay in
the Hope family for too long. Commercial House
was totally destroyed in a fire on 5 November
(bonfire night) 1893. After the premises had been
rebuilt, they were taken over by a Mr Platt, who
continued there until he died in 1917.

This is a small part of the results of research
into the Botting family, initiated by requests for
information from Bottings elsewhere in England
and in New Zealand. My maternal grandmother
was a Botting (from Henfield), her father,
George, being born in Washington in 1841, a not-
too-distant cousin of the shopkeeper Bottings.

There are still a couple of Botting mysteries.
One concerns William Botting, grandfather to
Edgar and Fred, mentioned at the beginning of
this article. He appeared to be associated with
many significant land transactions in
Storrington, owning the two Bines Mills and
surrounding land (see Times Past issue 7). Yet in
his will he left assets of under £200 - hardly a
prosperous landowner. Could there have been
two separate William Bottings, both with a wife
named Sarah? Some records suggest that
William and Sarah Botting had another son,
Henry. But he doesn't appear in the will of 'our'
William Botting, so did he exist, or could he have
been a son of the 'other' William?
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Commercial House, circa 1880
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Ian Ferguson's research into a visitor's
enquiry revealed more than he
expected, and perhaps he has
uncovered another mystery...

Alittle wwhile aago while on Steward duty, a
visitor said that he had some questions
regarding the grave of Father Tyrrell. I fed

him quite a lot of information but he was mostly
interested in the attribution of the headstone -
was it by Eric Gill? When I answered that it was,
he took the wind out of my sails by saying, "How
do you know?  Can you prove it?" To which I could
only say that "everyone seemed to know it, it says
so... er...", but faltered. How did we know? Then
taking our sketch map of the Petre corner, he
pointed to Arthur Bell's stone and said that he'd
been given information that it was the Bell
ledgerstone that was actually by Eric Gill. What
did I think about that? Thus cornered, I had to
admit that he had me there. But I said that I'd
try to get a better answer.

After a few dead ends, I went to the Ditchling
Museum, knowing that they were Eric Gill
experts, if anyone was, and hoping their archives
could throw some light on the attribution
questions.  The most helpful (and charming)
curator very soon reassured me that the Tyrrell
headstone is recorded in Gill's workbook thus:

Pretty conclusive. It is most likely that, while it
is clear that Gill designed the headstone, it would
have been carved by one of his apprentices
(probably Joseph Cribb). But, definitely a Gill
design. So that settles that.

Not so fast. Also in Gill's workbook is the
following:

So they are both from Gill's workshop - not
either/or but and/and.  He is most unlikely to
have cut this one as by now he was heavily
engaged in war memorials. But anyway, two Eric
Gill headstones in our little churchyard is pretty
good.  And I'm left wondering who had the
influence (and money?) to commission Eric Gill,
not once but twice?

Job done! But again, Donna of Ditching says,
hold on... later in Gill's workbook we find:

A very late example,
almost certainly
designed by Gill but
carved by an
assistant/apprentice;
Gill was by now
working on larger
carvings and war
memorials.

So, a most satisfac-
tory conclusion. Not
one or even two, but
three Gill headstones
in St Mary's
churchyard. And with
ample provenance.

Still, I'm now left with another set of new
questions. Who was Peggy Sutton? Her stone
does nothing to clarify:
"To the beloved memory of PEGGY, wife of  ERIC

SUTTON of Chelsea, 1885-1923. Sub umbrae
alarum tuarum (under the shadow of thy wings)"

Who was Eric Sutton?  And of Chelsea? And
why is Peggy buried all alone in Storrington at
the early age of 38? And why Eric Gill?

You can ponder all these questions while
standing in front of her stone (a modest one, I
must say - and the inscription is currently very
indistinct) which is near the wall to the right as
you go in the little wooden gate off School Lane.  

I'd love to know her story - I'm feeling quite
protective of her!

A Grave Matter...

187  Headstone in churchyard of St. Mary,
Storrington, Sussex. Patten in low relief
surmounting the inscription, in memory of the
Rev. GEORG TYRRELL d. July 1909. Full size
drawing of inscription and chalice;  signed A.E.R.
Gill Aug '09.  Rubbing 26 x 23;  August 1909 

355.  Narrow ledgerstone, St. Mary's,
Storrington, Sussex, in memory of ARTHUR
FRANCIS BELL, d. 1918.

466  Camber-arch headed memorial of Portland
stone at St. Mary, Storrington, Sussex, "to the
beloved memory of PEGGY SUTTON 1885-1923.
(lower case roughly centre, and "sub umbrae
alarum tuarum" in italic freely sited below)      

The ‘Petre corner’ in St
Mary’s churchyard

The Peggy Sutton stone



More notable Storrington residents
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The rrecent aappearance of Dame Maggie
Smith, of Downton Abbey fame, on Graham
Norton's TV show caused a lot of comment.

It was, apparently, her first appearance on a chat
show for over 40 years and she commanded the
stage (or rather the sofa) like the true
professional she is. She shocked the nation by
admitting she had never watched Downton Abbey,
though for us in Storrington it was her revelation
that she shopped at our own local Waitrose that
surprised us - Dame Maggie revealed that she
lives in "a village next door".

But it is not the Dame herself who interests us
here, rather the real-life character she portrayed
in Alan Bennet's play, and now a film, 'The Lady
in the Van'. On the TV programme Dame Maggie
dropped the bombshell that the 'van lady', Miss
Mary Shepherd, lived in Storrington too. She had,
according to Dame Maggie, been a nun here - at
the "huge nunnery" as Dame Maggie put it
(presumably the Abbey, now St Joseph's, in
Greyfriars Lane). Dame Maggie says when she
comes to Storrington she often thinks of Miss
Shepherd being there.

Miss Shepherd was an eccentric character
whose home was a succession of vans, ending up
in the London crescent where Alan Bennett lived,
and eventually in the playwright's own front
garden. She stayed there from 1974 until she died
in 1989. She was a somewhat enigmatic
character, giving little away about herself while
she was alive, apart from her Catholicism and
right-wing beliefs. It was only at the end of her
life, and when Bennett cleared out the detritus of
her van-bound existence after her death, that
more information about the woman came to light. 

Mary Shepherd was not her real name -
Bennett does not reveal that. She had definitely
taken vows as a nun, not at Storrington but at a
convent in Camden Town, which Bennett thought
was what drew her back to that part of London.
She assumed her new identity to evade the
authorities after an accident (not her fault) in one
of her vans, resulting in the death of a motor-
cyclist, and which she had failed to properly
report. Before that, she had served as an
ambulance driver in the war, and opinion was
divided between whether it was her experiences
then, or the loss of a fiancé, that was behind the
mental breakdown that preceded her subsequent
adoption of a tramp-like lifestyle. She had been
committed to a mental hospital in Haywards
Heath soon after WW2, but had absconded.

One thing she left was an envelope containing
just a man's name and a telephone number for
somewhere in Sussex. Bennett eventually made

contact and, after a process of elimination, found
that man was Miss Shepherd's brother. 'Mr F', as
Bennett refers to him, lived with his wife, who
was disabled through arthritis, in "a little
bungalow on a modern estate just off the main
road." There were fields behind the bungalow,
across which Miss Shepherd would arrive on her
rare visits, rather than go to the front door. Mr F,
though in his eighties at the time, was a part
time vet and had spent some of his life in Africa.
He told Bennett that before taking the holy vow
his sister had been a promising pianist, studying
in Paris.

Did the ‘lady in the van’ really spend time at
the nunnery in Storrington? Alan Bennett
remains silent about the actual places, but we
have no reason to suspect that as erudite a
thespian as Dame Maggie Smith would be
mistaken. Miss Shepherd would certainly have
fitted in at Storrington, which has been home to
unusual but strong characters of both religious
and secular persuasions. Interestingly, Alan
Bennett's diaries refer to Miss Shepherd likening
her story to that of Francis Thompson, who set
out to become a priest but failed in his vocation
and became a tramp - Thompson lived at the
Monastery in Storrington while recovering from
heroin addiction. And her devout Catholicism, far
right views, and penchant for writing and
publishing contentious pamphlets recalls, to a T,
a former resident of a hut, also serving as a shop,
in Fern Road (on the site of our own house).

What is certain is that, Storrington connection
or not, the film of the story of Alan Bennett's part
in Miss Shepherd's final years will be well worth
watching.

Bill Thomson

Storrington Village Display Boards
The battered
display cases on
the back wall of
Fowlers’ Estate
Agents have now
been replaced by
a set of smart oak
cases, for use by
various local
organisations. Cliff
Wilks was quick to
take advantage,

and put a Museum poster for the ‘Peppers
Ghost’ event in one of the lockable
compartments. The new display cases will be
maintained by Fowlers.



Please note that all Monday evening lectures are
held at the Old School, School Lane, Storrington,
starting promptly at 7.30 pm. 
Non-Members welcome.

Monday 77 DDecember 7.30pm 
From Sussex Ox to the First Tractor 
Talk by Ian Everest, 
Sussex Local History Speaker £4.00 

Monday 111 JJanuary 2016 7.30pm
Recent Building Renovations 
at Sullington Manor Farm 
Talk by Gail Kittle £4.00 

Thursday 221 JJanuary 12.30 for 1.00pm 
Members' Lunch 
Details and application form are enclosed with
this copy of Times Past

Monday 11 FFebruary 7.30pm 
Shoreham Fort - Past, Present and Future 
Talk by Gary Baines, Chair, 
Friends of Shoreham Fort £4.00 

Monday 77 MMarch 7.30pm 
AGM and Members' Evening 
Talk, Cyprus Since 1878, by Eric Gill, 
Chair, Storrington Museum 

Saturday 112 MMarch 7.00 for 7.30pm 
Quiz Evening 
Quizmasters Stephen and Christine Turrell
Details t.b.a.

Such was the level of interest in our receent
talk on Cecil Pashley and Shoreham Airport that
there is obviously a considerable level of local
interest in aviation. So please don’t forget to
make a note of the special talk scheduled for
November 2016 on the Red Arrows aerobatic
display team.

Be sure to make a note of the date: 
Wednesday, 330th NNovember, 22016, 
at Sullington Village Hall. 

Coming soon - Winter programme 2015/6
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Christmas and New Year Greetings
to Members, Friends and Supporters

Old postcard from
the Museum
archives. The
picture was
probably taken
from what is now
the garden of the
present Rectory. The
inscription on the
back of the card is
not too clear, but it
was sent by Mr L 
(or M L) Crowhurst
(not the same
Crowhurst as in the
article on p2) to Mrs
Crowhurst at Mill
House Sullington.
The card was most
likely posted on
24th December
1912.

Editorial Note
I am very pleased to have been asked to

join the Museum Committee and the team
responsible for the production of Times Past.

We are always happy to consider
contributions to Times Past, about the history
of Storrington and the surrounding villages.

Items should be sent to Times Past,
Storrington Museum, The Old School, 

School Lane, Storrington RH20 4LL 
or emailed to bill1966@btinternet.com


